2006 ford escape alarm fuse

I have a Ford Escape and love this car! The only hitch is that over the past year or so the alarm
will go off for no reason. The keys can be in the drawer in another room or right beside me on
my desk and suddenly the horn is going off and the lights are flashing. One push of the button
and all is quiet. The problem seems to be getting worse. Used to happen maybe once a month.
Now it's up to 3 times in the last week. No thanks. Over the years, my gardenweb family has
helped me resolve plant, insect and critter issues, figured out plumbing electrical problems and
most recently were instrumental in helping our family find a lost dog. Is there anything you guys
can't do??? So I'm hoping someone on the car forum will have heard of this issue and can offer
a solution. Here is one:. Took car to shop today. Guy said he lubricated all the door latches on
the chance there was not a good connection and told me to see if the problem stopped. Like
that. Will see what happens. Well, that didn't work. Even made sure the doors were key locked
and alarm wasn't set and still it went off again. Guess we're heading back to the mechanic in the
morning. You could pull fuses one at a time or disable circuit breakers. This would at least pin
down the offending circuit. Done that with my Crown Vic. Took all weekend but I got it. Ford
couldn't find it. Turns out it was a known problem covered under warrantee but they couldn't
find it in their notes. I therefore asked em to pay me for my time but they wouldn't do it. Here is
another site you might want to check out. Seems like a pretty common problem with a lot of
variable causes. While alarm is still going off a couple of times a day now, I hesitate to keep
taking it back because I can't be without a car for days. Seems like they have to be right there
with it and the alarm to go off to figure it out and even then it's iffy. Wish I had the knowledge to
do what mxyplux suggested and fiddle with the fuses and circuit breakers. Looks like are
identical. I didn't persue further. You can do it. Not much to lose. Try a couple fuses each day if
you are pressed for time. I did mine in the winter. Pulled a fuse then sat in the kitchen to keep
warm while reading till the horn blew. Replaced that fuse and tried another very systematically.
Probly made a list or map to keep it all straight. Car was just outside the door from kitchen to
garage. When I finally found the circuit then Ford found the fixit notice from Detroit because
they then had a clue as to what subject to look under; ie head light problem or door alarm
problem etc. No charge as the car was new and under warrantee. Can you imagine the cost it
they did what I did? I printed the info from all of you and took it in to the car guy. I also
remembered to tell him that when sitting in the car and hitting the door lock button, there is the
usual 'click' and then a strange sound that follows. But now I'm used to it and from some things
I've read here, sounds like the driver door latch might be the problem. Will see. Hope someone
out there is still reading this. Took the car back in last week and the only thing showing up as a
cause for the alarm to keep going off was a faulty trunk latch. This was replaced, but two days
later the alarm went off again and has been doing so daily and twice already today. Called them
and they are saying I should probably take car into dealer to have 'car's computer' checked or
something like that. Does that sound right? Sounds expensive to me. Leave both of em together
at work or away from home so they are totally completely out of range of the car. But that's just
a remote possibility. Well you'd be SOL but it would prove the remotes were not the problem.
Go get em with a bicycle? I wanted to suggest removing the batteries from the remotes but that
involves inserting a screwdriver or a dime into a slot and twisting. If pulling fuses is a problem
opening the remotes might be unthinkable. I detect a lack of ability or willingness to do the
simple or even any dog work. Shops won't do it. They don't want to figure. They want to plug
into a machine and have an answer pop up. Can't blame em; not much money in figuring.
Thanks all! Since my last post here and having read dozens more online 'fixes', I've also tried
the following:. Second, I did what mxyplux suggested, but instead of taking the fobs off site, I
wrapped them in layers of heavy duty aluminum foil and tested them by pressing the button
through the heavy foil wrap and couldn't get them to set off the alarm, but still put them in the
fridge to eliminate any transmission. They stayed like this a bit over 24 hours before the alarm
went off anyway. So there's not a connection between the fob and the false alarms. I wondered
about changing the 8 year old batteries, but they work well, sooooo. Third: My brother cleaned
the crud off the battery cables then disconnected the battery for 15 minutes to create a 'reset'.
While under the hood, he located the hood sensor? So I am trying things, I'm just not able to
disassemble the door liners and tinker with latches and sensors and rewire stuff when I haven't
a clue what I'm looking for or doing. One thing I notice when the alarm goes off is that if I'm able
to check the dash before it goes off by itself, I can see the two emergency flasher arrows
blinking and have to unlock the door for them to stop. No other lights or 'door ajar' indicators
come on. My biggest question at this point is WHY a repair shop or dealer can't just disconnect
this darn panic alarm! It's sooo loud and at the most inopportune times. Did you ever get this
resolved? I'm having a similar issue with my 05 escape except. I battled with the same problem
for over a week. Car lights would now and then start flashing and the horn was sounding
simultaneously. Also, the car locks were opening and closing on their own at the same time as

the horn and lights. I tried everything suggested here and more besides. Cutting a week-long
story short, the problem turned out to be a failing key fob battery. I unscrewed the fob, removed
the round battery and waited Couldn't believe that such a major problem had such a simple
solution. It's worth noting that when I ordered the new battery, I ordered an extra for the spare
fob key. It may not work for everyone but it's worth a try. Hope that helps someone. I have a
Jeep Wrangler Sport. The alarm goes off in two situations. The second situation happened with
the vehicle locked in the parking lot with me miles away attendant advised me it went off more
than once during a two day period. After a few minutes it reset but went off again two more
times over a period of two days. The dealer wants me to leave it to observe it when it goes off,
but doesn't have any ideas of what's wrong. I've had to disconnect the battery when not in use
to avoid the nuisance. That reset has not helped either. If I can't pin point the problem, can I just
disconnect the alarm and just lock it with the key in the lock? If you look at my post directly
above yours, there's an explanation as to how to solve this. It's worth a try - worked for me. I'll
certainly take a look at that. But, would this apply if the key fob is hundreds of miles away from
the vehicle with me while I flew? Well it happened to my car when parked at home when I was
miles away in London. I honestly can't give you a logical answer. I only know it worked for me
so it may be worth a try. Having said that, I did have a spare key which was stored way at the far
side of the house, in a drawer under lots of papers. I changed the batteries in both key fobs.
Apparently your car is constantly 'scanning' for the key fob and if it finds a weak battery it sets
off alarms. You could test it simply by removing the batteries from any fobs you have. It the
problem ceases you'll know the cause. It's an inexpensive option which is probably worth a try.
Good luck. My grandma's car has been doing it since last night and it always starts at one in the
morning. My mom told me to go and start the car then shut it off and not to lock the doors. It
didn't work. We lost the key chain that had the button thing on it and I think someone is pulling
a prank on us I don't know but it keeps going off. My Escape was locking on its own and my
alarm went off and the lights were blinking. I took a look at the key fob and the lock button was
smashed in. I took the fob apart and the issue stopped. I'm hopeful that I solved the problem.
My Mazda alarm was going off randomly until I changed the key fob battery. Also found out that
if you fail to turn the Bluetooth in your car off by changing the source to radio before you turn
off your ignition , then the Bluetooth can still somehow "speak to" or sense your key fob and
also drains on your key fob and possibly your car battery so that your car won't start even
though your car battery later checks out to be just fine. So replace the key fob battery and start
turning off your car Bluetooth unless unless you want your car alarm system to cause your car
to think a thief is trying to start it - when the only reason it won't start is because the fob battery
is running down because the Bluetooth talks all the time. I've been havin the same problem with
my Ford Escape, alarm goes off anytime during day But not at night, the doir ajar button use to
come on at times until i replaced the mass air flow connector then my mechanic reset codes,
that hasn't come back on But alarm still goes off dyrin day, Please any suggestions, as some if
u said that alarm is annoying at times. Have you tried to take it to maintenance store and ask
experts? Or you should check the connection inside the car. Same thing happens with our
Escape The only thing we've noticed that seems to be consistent is that it happens in winter
Canada , when it's near 0 C, and the sun is shining. I can only presume that the wires? As
there's no hope of me finding that particular component, I'll try the FOB batteries and see if that
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last 3 weeks now, the car alarm on my Escape has been going off without any apparent reason.
ONLY in the morning in between the hours of No other time of day. Richard answered 8 years
ago. It sounds to me like there might be a car or truck exhaust that rumbles just enough to set
off the vibration sensor on your alarm. Rebeka answered 8 years ago. It appears to go off only
Wed-Thurs-Fri-Sat mornings. This is a factory installed, not an after market. I reset the computer
by disconnecting and reconnecting the positive cable from the battery this weekend. I will wait
and see if this solves the problem. My car alarm had the exact problem; clean or replace the
hood ajar sensor located right next to the windshield washer resevoir. I little rubber nub. I never
even knew mine was there. I cleaned it and so far so good. You could also just purchase a new
one, easy to replace with a 10mm socket. This is the second time in the shop for the problem.
Very annoying to have the alarm go off in the night! I was getting a "right rear door ajar"
message, even when the door was not ajar. The sensor in the door latch needed to be replaced.
Same thing was happening for the left read door. Also had that latch replaced. The alarm does
not go off any more. We saw no pattern to the problem. Money seems to have fixed it. This is
the first major expense we have had on the car that has about K miles. We drove it once through
Mexico, all around Central American, then back: 14, miles in five months. No problems. I have a
Escape that has been doing the same thing around the same times each day. Thought it was the
sprinklers at first, but now it happens times a day. Did you ever figure out the problem?
Highlander58 answered 6 years ago. What turned out to be the problem with this? I have a
Escape doing the same thing. Keith answered 6 years ago. Does anyone know where it is
located? I'm having the same problem with my Escape. I did have the test run at the dealership
thanks to my son and found out that it's the sensor in the passenger rear door Something else
that I've noticed is the problem seems to be more frequent when it's warm outside above
freezing Has anyone else noticed this? Sometimes it goes off while I'm moving, other times it
goes off when I stop for a light. Until I can get the latch replaced, I carry a ratchet so I can
disconnect the battery when it decides to be stubborn. When I ordered the latch, the person
said that there have been 4 revisions but it still hasn't really helped. Cindy, We are totally
experiencing the same thing! I am a tech, so I have troubleshooting mine and have also
determined it to be the rear passenger side door. The sensor is part of the latch and this door,
even though I can hear it engaged will not unlock at times like the rest of them. It is also totally
temperature related as the temperature rises through any part of the day or drops at night, it will
go off! Hit the unlock a couple of times and lock on the remote will get rid of it, but it will beep a
couple of times on the lock button, like a door isn't closed. Slam the door closed a couple times
will correct it. I acquired a quote from the dealer on the assembly that we need, but it was way
too much. Thank you for the information on the revisions that hasn't helped! You can get these
OEM parts much cheaper online, then at the dealer and I have just been living with it until I've
had the time to research it more. I will be doing so here soon because as it is getting warmer, it
will be acting up more and more as it has done on some of the warm days we've had already. I
am contacting Ford about this today! Excuse me, slamming it closed will work, but also just a
forceful push on the door will fix it too! Joyce answered 5 years ago. Cindy answered 5 years
ago. I don't have it installed yet, but I did go ahead and buy the latch. The only reason I did was
due to son working for dealer and got his discount. With the transition from winter to spring
weather, I've found that the alarm will go off while driving not the horn, just the door ajar light,
chime, and dome lights. Of course, being inside the car, I can't see if the parking lights are
flashing, and I haven't been able to be close enough to another car to see any reflection.
Escapes aren't the only model that do this. Guess it's anything that uses this same part or one
very similar. BensonTech answered 5 years ago. My Escape has been doing this for months. My
wife drives it most of the time so I haven't had the displeasure of hearing it go off very often
until I spent this last week at home. I've researched the issue and found how to determine which
sensor is causing the issue without going to the dealer for diagnostics, ways to rewire the
doors to bypass the sensor, how to replace the sensors, etc. I also came across a video of some
guy with a sensor problem that caused his Ford to think it had doors ajar. His solution involved
using compressed air to blow out the door latches and then shoot every latch with WD or some
other light weight lubricant. I figured it wouldn't hurt to try his method so I did all four doors, the
lift gate latch, and the glass latch yesterday. It was a warm day today and temperature definitely
triggers the issue on our rig. The alarm never went off today. Now, it's too early call this a
victory, but it's looking really good because it has gone off every day for a week and typically
two to three times per day. I think I understand your answer, but it's a little unclear near the end.
Can you repeat it a little more clearly? It seems like too easy a solution. What i mean is to set
the lights in the door position. So when u open the car - the light on the roof Turn on- and when
u luck the dor it Turn off- And use only the remote key to luck the car - sorry for my bad englishi Will say it in french. Bonne chance. Well it's been one day with no alarm. Yesterday I

disconnected the battery for 10 minutes to reset the computer and also synchronized my dome
lights to the "door" postition the rear one was on "off" as maaadou suggested. I also made sure
I alarmed with the FOB. Guess what? No alarm today But then again it was also a colder day,
The alarm has been going off as the day gets warm. I shall keep you posted. I'm happy to report
that there hasn't been one instance of the problem since I worked on it. Now, with that being
said, there is another possible hidden solution or second factor. I disconnected the battery for
at least 10 minutes while I worked on the latches for safety purposes and to prevent any
possibility of conduction in the electrical equipment. My dome lights were already set to DOOR
as another member mentioned above so that wasn't part of my solution, but maybe it helped
that it was already set like that. I think it's possible that having the battery disconnected for an
extended period of time could serve to reset the sensors or the computer that monitors the
sensors. Unplugging the battery does nothing towards resetting sensors that I can prove. The
sensors seem to be in the same state that they were when I unplugged the battery. The
passenger rear door is the one that is causing me problems The alarm going off at all hours has
forced me to keep the battery unplugged unless I'm running errands. I can be driving down the
street and the dome lights and chime will go off, or it does it when I slow down to stop. The door
ajar light seems to be on whenever the battery is plugged in and the car turned on. BensonTech,
I've been dealing with this aggravation for well over a year. Well, after one day of no alarm and
no "door ajar" light, I had lubricated and worked all latches thoroughly, reset the battery and
dome lights. I am back to the alarm going off in warm weather and getting the door ajar lights
on. So I took it to Ford and they disarmed the perimeter alarm at a reasonable price. The door
ajar lights are still coming on at the heat of the day and by night they go back to normal but at
least the alarm doesn't go off. I guess the drawback is that alarm is now irrelevant in the event
of a forced entry, but I can live with that. Because I took it to FORD with a reset computer they
couldn't get a reading on which latch was "breaching" but I might take it down to them and talk
them into giving me a free read on this maybe after they do an OilLubeFilter now that it's
showing a breach everyday as it warms up. While lubricating the door latches on my Escape
seemed to have fixed the problem, I'm sad to report that the alarm went off a couple of times in
the last two days. That's a lot less frequent, but still disappointing. I'm going to give it one more
shot with the lube and close the doors with some force half-a-dozen times to make sure nothing
is sticking. When I initially lubed the doors, the rear passenger door signaled that it was ajar
when it was closed. That went away after a couple of forceful not slamming closings on that
door so I figured I had loosened up the mechanism for the sensor at that point. If this doesn't
work then my next step is to take apart the the wiring harness in the doorjamb on the rear
passenger door and shoot it with some contact cleaner and shoot the wiring for the sensor in
that door as well. Melanie answered 5 years ago. Hi Melanie. Is it doing it when the day warms
up? Benson Tech. Since you know which latch it is, why not follow the advice I saw once on
youtube, there is a guy that shows how to "jump" the sensor and trick it into thinking the door
is closed even when it opens. You don't get a light coming on when that door is opened, but
hey, that might not be such a big deal if it's not one of the front doors. Disabling the alarm or
sensor is the last resort for me. I've had some success with what I have tried so far. I also
watched the video where the guy bypasses the sensor and that's an option I will consider if my
other approach fails to provide lasting results. I've also come across instructions on how to
disable the passive alarm system if it comes to that. This weekend I plan to do the contact
cleaner. The alarm has been going off maybe once or twice every days. We've had near 80
degree temps and lows in the 40's so there's been some temperature flux which seems to
trigger it. The morning sun on that right rear passenger door is almost guaranteed to set off the
alarm. My '07 Mariner alarm horn and lights go off, more often mornin g usually more than once
a day. Unlike other posts there is not any door open warning. Tested door alarms as suggested
in earlier post by reaching through widow and opening, all worked. When car is running I
position liftgate glass partially open and dash warns and when I close glass and open liftgate a
little it does not warn. Also does not warn when hood not closed completely. Any thoughts are
appreciated. Ftloj answered 5 years ago. Just fixed my issue with the rear passenger door on
my Escape. The easiest and cheapest thing to do is to disable the sensor by unplugging it and
jumping the wires. The guy in the video does it from the wires coming out the front of the door,
but I couldn't figure out how to get it apart. I found it was easy enough to take the door liner out,
unplug the sensor and jump from the black and white wire to the wire next to it. Wasn't sure
which wire so I just tried each one until the door ajar light went out. It worked! For reason, from
what I've been reading, the rear passenger door sensor is usually the one that goes bad. Lisa
answered 5 years ago. Jackie answered 5 years ago. I to am having a issue with my 07 escape
as well The alarm goes off whenever it feels like it. So far up to 4 times in a day. But now my
door ajar light comes on and will not go out. Which I have read has been happening as well to

others. But now I have had my interior light come on from the alarm going off and won't go out. I
had to take it for a ride around the block before the light would go out. Maybe it just missed me
and wanted a moment with me. This has been happening more and more and gets a little
embarrassing. I went to the dealership, my car alarm was turned off last year - so I could not
understand why it kept going off. I found out there is also a Perimeter Alarm, they will not
disconnect for safety reason. Andrea Lynn answered 5 years ago. My escape has started doing
this a lot, and I mean a lot! I have noticed my alarm going off more during the severly rainy
weather we've been having here and the door ajar has just started within the last few days. My
issues seem to be originating from the same spots as everyone else, the back passenger door
and the hatch. As a side note, I've also been having trouble with the hatch window leaking
during the bad storms. My boyfriend tried to WD 40 trick which did no good. He just took it to
the mechanic who said that the water coming in the hatch would not cause this problem and
tried the WD 40 trick again. He also offered to disconnect the alarm. I was also told that I could
remove the security module from under the hood. Is this true? Has anyone tried this or heard of
doing this? After trying WD and compressed air in the door latch on my '07 Escape with short
term success I finally made gave in and fixed the problem with a long term solution. In my case
it was obviously the Right Rear passenger door that was causing the problem and on more than
one occasion drained the battery by causing the dome lights to come on. So here's the solution
and it may seem intimidating but it's really not as difficult as it may seem. The part I bought
from Amazon was the Dorman Door Lock Actuator which specifically fits the right-rear
passenger door. If you're having a problem with the door ajar sensor in another door then you
will need to buy a slightly different part number. The rear doors not the Liftgate are held on by
two screws and a bunch of internal clips that you simply pop loose by gently prying the panel
off the door frame. I did this by hand starting at the base of the window and worked my way
down. There were moments when I thought something was going to bend too much and break,
but I was careful and took my time. Once you get the door panel off you'll have to disconnect
the power window wiring block of course you will see the opaque plastic moister barrier? I put
on disposable gloves to ensure that the oil from my skin didn't compromise the sticky seal of
the moister barrier and that worked when I resealed it later. I had to peal back the barrier about
halfway across the door to ensure that I had enough room to work inside the door. I put one of
those florescent hand lamps inside the door to illuminate my work area. This is where I had the
most doubt. I could see the actuator and the wiring block that plugs into the back of it. I could
also see the metal rods for the exterior door handle mechanism. There's a metal rod that
connects the exterior door to the actuator and at the top of that rod is a milky white clip that
holds it in place. I took a long flat screw driver and positioned the shaft across that clip with one
hand and reach in with the other grabing the metal rod with my fingers and pushing on the shaft
of the screw driver to pop that clip off. It was easy. Then I simply rotated the clip away from the
metal rod. The top of that metal rod makes a 90 degree angle and goes into a metal bracket. You
simply push it out at this point then it's loose and only attached to the actuator at the bottom.
Now that you have that off you need to remove the three screws on the door that hold the latch
and actuator in place. I recommend removing the bottom screws first as gravity will work in
your favor to prevent bending as the latch as actuator pull away from the door frame. The hard
part is over. If I had it to do all over again I could probably knock this out in 30 minutes.
Hopefully I won't have to. Hope it helps! Seems like my Ford Escape alarm goes off when I have
driven it and it gets hot. The right rear door ajar shows up on dash all time too. Would get rid of
car if I can. Really tired of this especially at 2am or 3am. I know the neighbors don't like it.
Biggest mistake ever made buying this vehicle. Our Escape finally stopped having the alarm go
off. Tried the changing the battery in the FOB, but it didn't work for us. Funny thing is I'm not
sure why it stopped going off. I heavily sprayed all the latches, and slammed the doors to work
it in Did the spray lubricant take that long to make a difference? Can't say. Glad it stopped
though. Jaye answered 5 years ago. I have Ford Fusion. Two months after I got it. Rear door ajar
light went on. Causing the dome light to go on, then the outside lights would just go on out of
no where, then the horn began going off. All at random times. I took it in and naturally the Left
rear door ajar light went off and they couldn't find a cause. Twice I had to get road side
assistance because the battery went dead. Charging it caused the rear door ajar light to go off,
and they can't do anything until it's on. Well I don't have the luxury to run there each time it go's
on. Finally I received a recall in the mail. They fixed one recall, unrelated, and said they'd put the
part on priority because they haven't come in yet. They did, I dropped it off Wednesday and
Friday they gave me a loaner, because the electrical system is wet. I don't know what this
means. I lease it so it's going back in May. But how could that happen and what if they can't fix
it. I'm moving to an apt complex I can not have the car lighting up and the horn going off.
Embarrassing enough when they call over the PA system at the gym Silver Ford Fusion your

lights are blinking again. SMH Anyone have this problem? Can somebody tell me where is the
honk or if anybody has the blueprint of the ingen of a mercury mariner cause we are having the
same issue the alarm goes off for no reason at all it started at nights only but now is doing it
also in the morning so we are getting tired of this. Dennis answered 5 years ago. Thanks,
everyone for these posts. My mother-in-laws Ford Escape had the same problem So far, so
good. I''ll repost if it starts back up again. Sorry in advance for this long post, but it may be
useful if anyone wants more information on what is involved with that latch replacement: - The
right rear door latch is Ford part number 6L8ZB, or Dorman part number I bought the Dorman
part. It's a perfect fit and works just fine. While not the exact same door, it is the same vehicle
and the video walks you through everything: panel removal and replacement, swapping the
latch, the tools you need, etc. A panel tool is helpful to get the panels off but it isn't absolutely
necessary. The rear latch is easier to swap out than what he has to do with the front latch. The
steps to remove the rear door panel are similar but there are a few small differences. The video
is short It doesn't go through the latch replacement. The guide was still held in place and didn't
fall out after the bolts are removed It didn't come all the way off. I just slid it up to the top of the
connector and then wiggled the connector off of the latch. I pressed a small screwdriver in the
hole under the cable as I pivoted the cable up and away from the latch. That released the plastic
clip holding it on. I used just enough pressure on the screwdriver to release the clip. It's plastic
and too much pressure may have damaged it. This wasn't a very difficult job. I'm not a
professional mechanic and consider myself to be just the average DIY type of person so please
don't consider this to be expert advice. The job took just over an hour. As someone else has
said, I could do it again in about 30 minutes now that I know what to do. Finally, it's worth
mentioning that I replaced our right rear door latch based upon the many posts from others that
the problem causing the alarm to go off was that right rear latch,.. I didn't have a scan tool to
confirm the problem or to tell me which door latch it might be. I hadn't tried key fob battery
replacements or car battery resets as I didn't understand how they'd cause or fix the problem
although disconnecting the car battery will definitely keep the alarm from sounding. I didn't
attempt the air cleaner or WD solutions as they seemed to be temporary fixes. I went straight for
the right rear latch replacement. I offer my thanks to the many people who have contributed to
this string!! The time you took to document what you'd gone through has really helped me out!!
So, thanks again!!! Lee answered 5 years ago. Any updates after installing the Door Lock
Actuators? My 05 Escape has been behaving this way for over a year Hey, Lee. It'll be two
weeks tomorrow since I replaced the latch and not one false alarm since then or door open
indicators when she's driving, etc. We're all very happy around here!! That is our next move. It
has been going on WAY too long, I just need to figure out which door is triggering the ajar
indicator. Thanks a bunch, Dennis! I finally got my alarm problem solved. It was my passenger
front door. Test had shown it to be my hatch but it was not. I had ended up diconnecting my
horn so I would not disturb my neighbour's. But I am thankful to have my horn back to beep at
those texters Grrr. Janewi06 answered 5 years ago. Seems like an awful lot of people are having
the same problem. You would think that Ford would do a recall and have it fixed. They should
have also put in some sort of manual kill switch so you do not have to set the alarm. I have the
exact same problem with my 06 Escape. The idiot light on my dash has the whole front portion
of the light lit up like all the doors and hood are open. Yep, Jane, you have the same idiot light
we have on our 06 Escape Since the majority of the reports for this problem were for the right
rear door, I replaced that latch. It fixed the problem. Keep in mind that others have reported the
problem with other door latches. The only way that I know to be sure is to get the problem
checked with a high end scan tool. Sorry about that. I figured I would be ahead of the game if I
just started swapping out door latches one at a time, starting with the most probable one
Fortunately, that strategy worked. I think I will make the investment this spring and start
replacing latches. What a pain this has been, lights and alarms going on and off for no reason! I
pulled the horn fuse since the alarm was going off in the middle of the night and waking
neighbors, but I hate not having a horn when driving. Dennis, glad to hear you've found the fix!!!
So, my Ford escape has been fine for several months. It went off again a few weeks later and I
found that if I have the steering wheel in the lock position it would not do it. Thought I'd
outsmarted the thing. The dealer told me to bring it in but and I'd been telling him about all
these posts. Yes I read them back then. Now even when the wheel is locked I've got an issue
again and the weather is warming up. Also, my husband found that when moving the driver seat
that the dash light and overhead light came on. Could this be a computer issue beyond sensor
issue. I will clean as suggested above and check under the hood and continue re-shutting
doors. Oh and I changed FOB batteries back when it first began. Dennis answered 4 years ago.
Hey, Kathie, The problem for nearly everyone is that the contact in the door latch that "tells" the
car whether the door is open or closed is intermittent Unfortunately, all of these seem to a

temporary "fix" and then you're right back to needing to replace the failing latch or latches.
Changing the key fob batteries will not fix this particular problem. Sure, you might have a
different issue, but it sure sounds like you have a different door latch acting up. The odds are
it's the rear passenger latch, but the only way to be sure is to go to the dealer or somewhere
else that has a high end scan tool. I just replaced our passenger rear latch without doing the
scanning I'm kind of cheap - frugal sounds better though and we've had no problems at all for 5
months now. Good luck! First sign of spring is here. Door ajar light comes on as the warm air
and sunshine toast the car no alarm going off, 'cause I had that disabled. One day I'm going to
figure out which darn latch it is If anyone knows of a DIY method to identify which latch is the
problem, please let me know. Kathie answered 4 years ago. Thanks Dennis for your explanation.
For right now I am just not locking the car. The interior lights are shut off and there seemed to
be a sweet spot with the seat. Tight times make me have to put this on hold for a bit and my
hubby has back issues. So DIY would be good when I can get someone to do it. I also add that
even when the car wasn't locked I was getting the dash light and interior light problems with an
alarm when I was inside. A couple of weeks before the seat discovery, I accidentally had
something get in the way of shutting the door and jarred it. Then I did it again with the seat belt
piece accidentally again this week. Now moving the seat doesn't seem to make it happen. So
the driver door was jarred twice. Not knowing what the little switch looks like, just wondering if
part of the problem may have resolved but I know I still need to fix it so I can again lock the car.
At least it's not making the noise and flashing off and on as I drive now. I will just have to live
with it for a while. Jkmama - sorry for the home issues and I'd wait too under the same
circumstances. You asked about what the switch looks like. It's built into the door latch inside
the door. The latch does 3 things. It latches the door closed and releases it, locks the door
either manually or electrically , and has a switch to tell the car computer when the door is open
or closed. It's this last component, the switch actually the contacts in the switch , that are
failing. The switch is buried in the latch and you really can't see that easily. LOL - All kidding
aside, I loved the reference!! I have had this problem on our 06 Escape for a couple of years.
Their "factory" computers showed no faults in doors, and could not discriminate between doors
in any case. Showed battery low voltage, so replaced 8 year old battery with no complaint, but
no fix either. I think my next step is to follow Dennis's plan and replace the right rear door lock
assembly. I consider it an insanity feature, and am ready to trade a car that I otherwise love,
Ford has been no help at all. MDBaillie answered 4 years ago. My horn goes off but I am not
experiencing any light problems. I have a Ford Escape. I had the battery in my vehicle changed
today. I get back to the office and my horn starts blowing. There were two things I did that might
of triggered it. I tried to lock my steering wheel and I tried to adjust the seat as those darn
mechanics always move the seat. So not sure which may be triggering it. I don't think that what
you did with the steering wheel or the seat had any affect on the alarm; however, having the
battery removed from the car may have caused the alarm to reconfigure itself so that is not
properly set up for your car anymore. I had something similar happen to my Escape last week
and this is what I did to stop the false alarming: 1. Turn the ignition key to run. Hold the security
override button down for about 15 seconds to get 3 beeps then let go. Tap the security override
button to get 4 beeps. Press the FOB 'lock' button once to get 1 to 8 beeps. The LED should go
out. Repeat steps 4 and 5 seven times. Tap the security override button to get 5 beeps. Repeat
steps 4 and 5 eight times. Tap the security override button to get 6 beeps. Repeat steps 4 and 5
four times. Turn the ignition key to off. The LED on the security override should now remain off
all the time and the false alarms should stop. This worked well on my car; however, do this at
your own risk. Or, you could take the car to a Ford dealer and have them check the alarm
programming. A few questions. What is the security override button? How did you know this
sequence or technique? On step four it says times. Just to be clear, you're saying it doesn't
really matter how many times as long as it's 8 or less? Did you, or do you, ever get a "door ajar"
light come on? If this is the fix for shutting off the car alarm, what is the sequence for turning it
back on? Dennis: So now it's been 7 months since your posting about replacing the right rear
door latch, and we're into the warm weather. Is that problem still resolved? If so, great! Maybe
I'll do it now. By the way. Here's my way of telling that the first day of spring has arrived: The
door ajar light comes on when the sun has been shining on the car few a few hours. And one
more thing. I'm tempted to do go out one morning before it warms up, and blast a hair dryer on
the rear right latch first to see if it activates the "door ajar light. What do you think? I'm
expecting two answers. My security override switch is installed at the bottom of the dash near
the steering wheel. The dealer installed it back in when I bought the car new. It has an LED on
the front and a pushbutton on the back. I searched the Internet for information and used trial
and error. The first time you use step 4, you will hear one beep and the next time use use step 4
you will hear two beeps, etc. This step is actually moving the programming through the options

that control the alarm in each program bank. If you find the LED lit an any of the options, the
'unlock' button can be used to turn it off or the 'lock' button can be used to turn it on. No, I never
saw any door ajar warnings on the dash and my doors operate the dome lights just fine. I have
been getting false alarms for a long time and had put the alarm in valet mode and pulled the
horn fuse to get by. Then, when I changed by battery last week, the false alarming got much
worse. Now I have my horn back and the alarms are gone fingers crossed. Interestingly, my
perimeter alarm is still working. Assuming that the battery change fouled up the alarm
programming, the only way to get it back is to have Ford reprogram. Unfortunately, I could not
find the actual program options for my vehicle on the Internet, however, the info on the link
provided here might enable one to reverse engineer. My Escape has Bank 1 with 8 options,
Bank 2 with 8 options, and Bank 3 with 4 options. I do not have remote starting. Adunic - Hey
there - great to hear from you!! I'm pleased to report that our Escape is still doing just fine after
the right rear latch replacement so we're still happy campers. As for the hair dryer test, I'd say
give it a try That said, you've got me thinking on how to use the warm morning thing to your
advantage. I'd ask which side of the car was the sun shining on when the alarm went off? That'll
be the side that heated first and that's probably the side the bad latch is on. It's not terribly
scientific, but can you turn the car around for the next morning to see if the problem repeats on
the other side? Our Escape doesn't have the button and led you're describing. It does sound
like you have a Hornet T aftermarket alarm system or something similar that many dealers were
installing. It ties into your keyless entry system and has a dedicated siren and the button and
led like you describe it doesn't blow the horn, it sounds it's own siren and flashes the lights.
The installer will put the led and button which are used to configure the system where they're
not immediately visible, like high on the kick panel. Adunic - please be careful with the hair
dryer on the paint. Our paint isn't all that great any longer, but there's no sense making it worse
Anyway, if someone has a car like mine and has the same trouble, my info may be of help. More
info is always better. Thanks for sharing your experience s! Brian answered 4 years ago. I read a
lot of information about the annoying alarm and door chime issues on my Escape. Many thanks
to Dennis for his clear and concise information. I took a shot in the dark an replaced the right
passenger side rear door lock actuator module. It as been almost a month, including some hot
sunny weather that used to make it all worse, and have not heard an inappropriate peep from
the alarm or the door chime. Many thanks to Dennis and all the other contributors to this thread.
I was ready to trade in this great car just because of this problem, that the dealer had no clue
how to solve. Use a spray silicone lubricant instead. THEN, it eventually gums up and attracts
dirt. Spray silicone lubricant can be found at any Walmart, Home Depot, you get the point. While
WD has many uses, this is not one of them. Use silicone on locks, too. Good luck and take care,
Maitai. I'll respond here once I find out if it does. Brian - I'm very happy for you that replacing
the right rear door latch worked for you We've got 7 months of false alarm free operation out of
ours so I'm sure that fixed our problem too. I tried 2 different readers and got nothing on the
alarms or door latches. If you get a hit, I'd love to know what it is and with which reader. In the
interim, I lubricated all latches and did some door slamming. So far, the alarm hasn't popped
since. Regards, Maitai. Marktoo answered 4 years ago. My daughter's '06 Escape: I removed the
back door panels and peeled back the plastic sheet from the rear part of the door where the
latch is. Without removing the latch, I found the two thinner wires and put a simple blue
"displacement connector" on them. You can buy them almost anywhere. Now the system
always thinks the back doors are closed because the connector is making the closed circuit that
the microswitch is failing to do. Let me know if you want a photo. So cheap. So simple. Heather
answered 4 years ago. I am now having the same problem with my car going off while I am
working small building with parking lot very close very disturbing to my work. I see I can add a
photo here. This first one show one of the back door sockets un-cliped from the latch
mechanism and the connector applied to the two thin wires. That first one was the clip on the
wires while it was still inside the door. Here's another view, with the harness decoupled from
the latch. In any case, you do no need to remove the latch. Heck, you probably don't even need
to lubricate it. A note on the front doors: all four wires are wrapped in a black outer layer of tape
or something similar. You will need to peel this back to find the two THIN wires. Hello Dennis, I
am happy to report that I followed your instructions on replacing the door latch and applied
them to the passenger door, thus far al seems to be going great. I have a Escape Hybrid, the
pointers to those videos were spot on and the Doorman piece fit just perfectly. Thanks for
letting me know that the information was helpful!! If folks are okay with losing those features,
that is a cheaper fix. For our family, we wanted to keep them Matthew answered 4 years ago. Is
there a way to just disable the alarm? I don't need an alarm. Door locks will suffice, i just want
to stop the alarm. I sent an email to Ford. Apparently they won't fix this problem under a
warranty or a safety issue. They literally said that Transport Canada is the one who issues the

Re-Calls on vehicles and they didn't see one for this problem. I think that Ford doesn't know
what the specific problem is so they aren't doing anything about it. It is frustrating to say the
least. I have the same problem! Outrageous that it was never recalled and corrected! I have also
emailed Ford in the hopes that they will do something! Thank-you all for your tips on fixing this
though! Annmarie answered 4 years ago. I had this problem with my car a few yrs ago and now
it is happening again! But now a few yrs later it is doing it again! I noticed it started in august
agter my nephew was sitting in the back seat and had the window down. I think the door on the
other side behind the driver now has a problem. I love my escape! HighwaysOrAirways
answered 4 years ago. I read this post and others for a year because of the same problem on my
Escape. Random alarming, 2 dead batteries in 8 months. When that happens the car thinks it's
being stolen and won't allow engine start. It's turned out to be a PCM problem. Will repost when
I get the part and results. Belinda answered 4 years ago. Well, I have a ford escape. Thought I
solved the problem Disconnected the horn. I'll read this site to try to figure it out Let me tell you
a funny story but not funny story!! I had the right rear door latch changed out and it didn't fix
the problem. Go back to the dealership and asked them now what since your They said they
would have to do some checking. Go back to get my vehicle after a servicing and they said to
me, want to hear a funny story? Okay I'll bite They changed the Left Rear Door not the Right! So
now I sit and wait for that part to come in and try it all over again with the Dealership picking up
the cost. Wish me luck!!! Paddydog, I have noticed if the horn goes off and you let it shut itself
off the 4-way flashers front and back go on. The only way I could get them to stop flashing was
to put the key in the ignition and turn to auxiliary. Then I went through the menu looking for
clues and that is when it tells me to reset by opening and closing rear right door. Then good
again for a little bit. Paddydog - nope, disconnecting the horn won't resolve the problem and I'm
sorry that you've found out why MDBallie Oh no Please let us know if the right rear door latch
replacement does the trick. Bob answered 4 years ago. I have done it all except replace the
latches. I have cleaned, I have vacuumed, I have sprayed air into the latches, I have lubed the
latches, slammed the doors and nothing works. Lately, while I am driving, the inside lights are
coming on like when you open the doors. I have disconnected the horn but I still have my
marker lights front and rear blinking when the vehcile reads that a door is open. I was told that
the dealership should be paying the costs because it is a safety feature. Due to it saying rear
right door on mine is open, and if I don't check it, that door could open and someone could fall
out. But FORD themselves the big kahoonas say it isn't a safety feature and won't pay anything.
I told them point blank No I haven't. Going to call the mechanic next week see if they got the
right part in yet. I'm becoming an unhappy customer!!! I understand the frustration of the folks
who share this problem as I too was frustrated trying to figure out what the problem was. I've
seen worse. Part numbers, videos, and how to descriptions are all included above. If you're
okay with disabling the switch in the latch to fix the problem which doesn't alter the ability of
the door to latch and lock , there are also instructions on how to do that for almost no cost.
Anyway, it's been about one year since I replaced our latch and we've been problem free since
then. The Escape has continued to provide reliable and problem free service. I'm still very
grateful for the time and effort others put in to updating this string as it really helped me work
through our problem in a positive and proactive manner. Glad to hear Dennis that it worked.
Hopefully when the Dealership changes mine for free that it works as well. Your answer just
jogged my memory to call Ford to find out if they got my latch in yet. Glad your frustration is
gone! Well, now that spring arrived, the car alarm door ajar indicator light issue has come back.
So this year I just followed the no-cost, bypass method. Was done in under 30 minutes at no
cost. The only drawback is that the rear right passenger door does not have the light come on
when it is opened, and of course if there is a forced entry thru that door, it won't set the alarm
off. No big deal for us. Nothing thicker than copper telephone wire. I used 4 pieces of bare,
strand wire, combined and twisted and snipped it to about an inch in length. This tricks the
sensor into thinking the door is closed. Easy access is shown in the video. I did it a few weeks
ago. Problem solved. Just be sure you get a tight fit when you "jump" the terminals. And like so
many others are reporting, it was the rear-right door. Here is the youtube ink I used. JK
answered 3 years ago. I'd try cleaning them, first, then bypassing. If that doesn't work, or you
don't have the skills or time to bypass, consider just disconnecting the horn 1 wire, front left
bumper , or perhaps just pull the fuse reconnect for inspections. MDBaillie answered 3 years
ago. Really funny as I am reading your response my horn goes off!! Go Figure! Mine is a Escape
and definitely not a college student. Now that the United States has released the parts after they
fixed all the recalls down there, my part finally arrived today and is being fixed tomorrow. This
one is a freebee because I paid for the first one and they changed the wrong door. After this fix
it better work or I will be wringing someone's neck!! Fil answered 3 years ago. I have been
having the same issues, passenger door ajar. I was at the point to where I didn't lock it, left the

lights off etc. Two nights ago I found someone had stolen my stereo and left a knife in my side
console. Kind of creepy so I'm going to see about getting it fixed. I see people getting different
items. Does anyone know about the passenger front door and which part to fix the ajar
message? Thanks to the youtube video by Mike Bragg listed in this thread. I didn't even get my
hands dirty, but I did break a nail. Also, a big shout out to Dennis, who figured out the more
expensive, but more thorough repair. I'll do that repair next if I need to. I'm so unimpressed by
the way Ford has done nothing. At the very least they could offer a small piece of copper wire
and some decent instructions. But, alas, they make it someone else's problem. Biilaxbakitchish
answered 3 years ago. Hello, like many of you on this forum, my Hyundai Tucson started
randomly alarming any time after midnight. I found something that might work for everyone, its
worth a try? Good luck and please post if this fixes the problem. I did that and it didn't work.
The only thing that has worked for me is physically having the latches changed out. So far I
haven't had anymore problems. Mark answered 3 years ago. This is happening on our Escape.
Alarm going off in the evening for no apparent reason. Not getting any door ajar indicators on.
No lights coming on except outside signals and horn blaring. Its a week wait just to get into the
dealership. Think I will take it to my neighborhood mechanic. Still under warranty, but since its
had collision repair, most likely wont be covered. If you live in the United States there has now
been a recall on the newer vehicles that are having this problem. Older vehicles they don't. If
you live in Canada there is no recalls unless that has changed recently. I have had two door
latches changed. The first one because the dealership changed the wrong latch and the second
one the correct latch that was giving us warning info. Since that was changed all has been good
until last week now my horn has gone off 3 times in two weeks with no notification what it is.
Mine is a Escape. GuruD8SS2 answered 3 years ago. Door ajar light was sporadically wacky
when driving about 3 times over 6 months but didn't think much of it. Then last week the alarm
started going off constantly. Tried manually locking all the doors last week but came home
tonight to a dead battery. Battery replaced and bulbs taken out of overhead lights. I think I have
to take it in if the battery is being drained, but am worried mechanic won't be able to totally fix it.
Should I call ford? Janewi06 answered 3 years ago. Good Luck, no one seems to know why
Escapes do this. I have been told to clean locking mechanism, and did that. Was told to slam
the doors, did that. Been told all kinds of things did them all. It is a design flaw and Ford won't
do a damn thing. It is going to cost you to have it fixed. I took the fuse out for the horn so at
least I can get a good nights sleep and my neighbors also. From my answer about a month ago
where the horn started going off again but wasn't giving me a reason But now when I do that it
tells me that there is a passenger door open but doesn't tell me which one. I think that Ford
doesn't want to fix them so you will go buy a new vehicle. I don't know if my next vehicle will be
a Ford or not. After talking to my father I think I understand the issue better. He thinks it is an
electric module because all the sensors go back to these things. He thinks that the broken door
sensor is causing the car to think that a door has been opened causing the alarm to go off at
night. When the alarm goes off the overhead lights stayed on draining the battery. We
scheduled an appointment with a ford dealer for a diagnostic. I'm nervous they're going to fiddle
with the latches rather than the sensors. Has anyone had this fixed successfully? I think I'm just
going to have to be aggressive about what I want focused on. Kathie answered 3 years ago.
Sorry to hear about your problem. Many of us have tried lots of things. For my Ford Escape,
initially I took it to the dealer. I called and had told them about all the other people having the
same problem. They didn't care, just wanted me to come back and see which door it was this
time. Sometimes it seemed seasonal. I made a practice of locking the steering wheel when I
locked up. Often when it went off the wheel hadn't been locked. Later it started reading a door
ajar when I moved the seat forward or back. Adjusting the seat would make the door ajar light
go off. I found out my seat and the door ajar lights were on the same fuse. The fuse didn't look
bad nor did I change it. Then finally it just kept happening more often. I couldn't handle it and
we finally we got rid of the car because of an engine problem. Good riddance. I didn't get
another Ford either. Maybe if there had been more of a safety issue with it they would have done
a recall. I could have said my people were threatening me Many did complain. Maybe I'll try
calling Ford tomorrow. If they know this problem they should at least tell me more about the fix
that I'm going to have to pay for. I'll happily pay if it works, but I'll be livid if it doesn't and the
alarm is going off this weekend again. That's what started my problems in the first place. I got a
new battery. It was after that I started having problems. So you are saying they should reset the
computer and things will start working or again? Or should I say all the headaches will go
away? Very Interesting I may have to mention it to the mechanic next time I go for an oil change.
BensonTech answered 3 years ago. If your problem is the sensor in the door actuator latch
assembly then you will get door ajar messages on your dashboard. My shows which door is ajar
so there's no guesswork involved. The trick is getting it to go off while you're in the car driving.

The passenger rear is by far the most likely culprit. That's the first one that failed on my vehicle
a couple of years ago and many others who have posted here and on other sites. The front
passenger door actuator failed on my this year and the hardest part was getting the aftermarket
Dorman actuator assembly because they had a shortage this spring. I will tell you based on my
experience that WD, Silicone Lube, Compressed Air, and slamming the door a bunch of times
will do you little to no good and may actually cause more problems. The only true solution is to
buy a new aftermarket Dorman or genuine Ford actuator assembly and replace the defective
unit because it's either contaminated or worn out. The wire bypass option is a workaround if
you can't afford the real solution. Go to YouTube for How-To videos and study those before you
start and have them handy while you're out in the car doing the work. The tools you need are
pretty basic and you'll see that in the videos. If you're even a little bit handy, have enough
strength in your hands to pop a plastic door panel off a door I'm a desk jockey and I've done it
twice now , want to save hundreds of dollars, tired of an embarrassing random car horn going
off, and don't mind getting a little dirty, then this is probably worth your time and effort.
GuruZZ8KQ answered 3 years ago. You will notice that it goes off after cooler evenings and
once the sun begins to shine on it. If it is a dark colored car, the sun heating up the outside
makes the hood expand while the inside stays cool, this creates a gap in the sensor so the
alarm goes off. Just to follow up on what we did, we took it in to our local mechanic and he
disabled the alarm, and flicked a switch? This has fixed the problem for now, without really
giving me comfort that the car is long for this world though. Thanks for all the input!! We would
have wasted a ton of time and money without it. CatBow49 answered 2 years ago. I too have the
very same problem. I love my vehicle Escape but this horn panic alarm and now I have seen the
door ajar light come and chime as well as my interior lights the ones in front of the moon roof. I
did book an appt today with a very well reputable mechanic. He did ask though if I will have the
part!?? I did some driving around town and researched Google. It's about the same price here
Although he felt bad and I'm convinced it's the rear passengar door latch he wants to inspect it
first. He said why spend all that money on a part?? I do see his point of view. Just meaning to
look at the guts of this part and go from there. Dennis, so much thanks to you as I have myself
followed this thread to try and understand it all I also prefer my vehicle working at its best. I did
take out the fuse for the horn panic mode on vehicle but I also truly miss the horn. I live in
Canada and bought my vehicle at 73, KM. That was in July of and it's now at , Km. Please help!!!
MDBaillie answered 2 years ago. Be glad that is all it is costing you. Then when it was
discovered they changed the wrong latch they wanted me to pay it again at that price. They
covered the cost of the second latch. Hmm I wonder why. Md, not so sure what it will cost me.
But wow, a latch is very pricey. Are you in the States?? Just asking How does one know if its in
fact the correct latch to replace?. Yes, I do hear you about the issue. Darn Fords!!! Hi CatBow49
no I live in Canada. I knew it was the right rear door latch because it told me in the car menu
digital screen. Sorry to ask MD, but what exactly is the car menu digital Screen?? My Handbook
seems to cover all makes and models however it does say I have a Ford Escape and by the
radio there are buttons like "menu", "setup" etc. I hit those buttons and where it shows the
average fuel consumption etc behind steering wheel in the dash , when the horn goes off it will
tell me in that little screen what door is causing the problem. GuruY3T3N answered 2 years ago.
Well, that fella did not want to trust the instincts I had about it being the 'right rear passenger
door latch' actuator. He is an older mechanic and believed it was best to bypass that door first. I
did not want that as I wanted the vehicle in its original state. I called Napa and they had the
Dorman part in stock at their Warhouse. So I did buy the part and had a coworkers hubby put in
the new latch. I am very happy to say that it's been Great and alarm free since having it fixed.
That was about 2 weeks ago. What a pleasure to sleep at night, lol. Well worth getting it repaired
properly. Roderick answered 2 years ago. I followed BensonTech's advice and handled the rear
passenger side door. I was not sure if the rear passengers side door was the issue, because the
instrument panel does not specify which door is open Anyway, I bought the part on a whim,
hope and a prayer. I'm not what anyone would call mechanically inclined but it took my about an
hour taking the old part out and about 30 minutes putting it back. Pretty straight forward
process to be honest. All is well now, the alarm still works, except now it works when it should
and not randomly as it was before. Good luck if you decide to take this on. GuruX98SL
answered 2 years ago. My alarm goes off for no reason. I fixed the problem!!! When you exit the
car just push the lock button on door handle. This lock is not hook to the alarm system. If other
people leave car from other doors just have then push their lock button at handle. GuruCCHX3
answered 2 years ago. No rhyme or reason. So it is not just GuruSYNH9 answered about a year
ago. I have a escape and have been fighting with this problem for over three years. Finally
figured out the other day like GuruX98SL said. Do not use the key fob, or the electric door lock
switches. GuruST1JD answered about a year ago. I have a Escape XLT and it has that

intermittent alarm problem. I suspect it is at least partially temperature sensitive. Mine seems to
alarm when the outside ambient temp is either rising or falling. It happens in the evening when it
turns cool after a warm day or when warming up in the sun after a cool or cold night.
GuruHFVG5 answered about a year ago. If you sit in your Escape and close all the doors, then
arm the alarm using your fob, wait about 30 seconds to a minute and then open one of the
doors. If that door is functioning properly then the alarm should start beeping. Do this
procedure for each of the doors, until you open one and the alarm doesn't go sound. This will
be the door that needs worked on then. We change out the right rear door latch today and
change out the hood ajar switch a few weeks ago. Guru8QJ3J answered about a year ago.
Would removing the Fuse to the Alarm stop it from going off and setting the dome light to the
off position to keep the Battery from Draining? Papawrench answered 8 months ago. The 4th
answer in this thread from mpisfc worked for me like a charm. I had sprayed lube on all the
latches with no luck and was getting ready to take panels off doors when I looked at this thread
again and saw her hood latch tip. With her description it was easy to find near the washer bottle.
It was easy to disconnect and the contacts on the connector were very oily and dirty. A quick
spray of electrical contact cleaner and wala! Seems to be fixed as it was going off several times
a day and has not for a week now. Thank you mpisfc! Guru7YS7R answered 8 months ago. Hello
Papawrench, I did have a new accutator spelling?? Installed by a private person, saved an
abundance amount of money Just went by my gut instincts and reading this thread. I believe it
was a nice Dennis follower that did this to his daughters Escape. Worked like charm I am now
experiencing again a panic noise. Seems to only be when the weather is warmer. Would you
please send me, or copy and paste this 4th answer to me?? And I am CatBow49 in the thread.
Erin answered 5 months ago. I looked next to the windshield washer resevoir and did not see
anything. Das answered 5 months ago. CatBow49 answered 5 months ago. Erin, not sure if my
user name shows up I did switch out my right rear door accutator. I have no messages that
show up on my menu within the radio area. Please see my previous replies. I also cleaned my
hood ajar sensor nub as papawrench suggested, rubbing alcohol does the trick. I found it
difficult to find the rubbing alcohol for a bit with this pandemic. It worked great and did the trick
for a wee while. It started alarming again since the beginning of summer, usually when the
weather went warmer. I began to LOCK any doors that were opened, manually. I have stopped
using the fob entirely!! So far so good since mid July. No alarm going off is such a relief! Also,
my fob worked well when I was within about 25 feet of the vehicle. It then had 73, kms on it, it
now has , kms. I still love my Escape!! Best of luck to you!! I have a Escape. I shorted the
switches as in an earlier post, but did not tear the doors apart. I inserted little jumpers in the
connectors in the wiring to the doors, which is accessible when the doors are open. You have to
identify the correct wires, and just slip a small, 22 gage jumper between the pin. I did this to try
to diagnose the failing switch. The down side to this is it takes time and the interior lights won't
come on when you open the door at night Mine turned out to be the lift gate. Good luck. I
recently removed the read door jumpers and the alarm problem it back Think I will just put the
jumpers back in. My car alarm has been going off for no reason at all. It started 3 weeks ago
after I moved out to the country, and it only goes off when I'm at work and my cat has NO other
cars around it. It's re My factory alarm keeps going off by itself for no apparent reason. What
could be setting it off. A friend at work whom also, has the same kind of vehicle said that her
alarm also has been going off Alarm goes off every time I lock doors. Only have car key no
fopp? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Car Alarrm goes off without apparent
reason. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Ford Escape question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Escape Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Quick Links. See also: Owner's
Manual. Instrument Cluster. Warning and control lights. Entertainment Systems. Climate
Controls. Heater only. Manual heating and air conditioning. Rear window defroster. Turn signal
control. Bulb replacement. Driver Controls. Steering wheel adjustment. Power windows. Speed
control. Message center. Locks and Security. Anti-theft system. Owners Guide postfmt. USA
fus. Ford motor company automobile quick reference guide 2 pages. Automobile Ford
Expedition Owner's Manual pages. Ford may change the contents without notice and without
incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction State of California to cause cancer and birth defects
or other reproductive harm. Please take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by
reading this handbook. The more you know and understand about your vehicle, the greater the
safety and pleasure you will derive from driving it. Page 5 Correct vehicle usage and the

authorized disposal of waste, cleaning and lubrication materials are significant steps towards
this aim. Information in this respect is highlighted in this guide with the tree symbol. Failure to
follow the specific warnings and instructions could result in personal injury. To access this
information, special equipment must be directly connected to the recording modules. Ford
Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access event data recorder information without
obtaining consent, Page 8 Your vehicle is not equipped with a snowplowing package. Using
your vehicle as an ambulance Do not use this vehicle as an ambulance. Your vehicle is not
equipped with the Ford Ambulance Preparation Package. Cell phone use The use of Mobile
Communications Equipment has become increasingly important in the conduct of business and
personal affairs. Page 9 By referring to the pages in the provided supplement, you can properly
identify those features, recommendations and specifications that are unique to your vehicle.
Normal braking is still functional unless the brake warning light also is illuminated. If the light
flashes steadily or does not illuminate, have the transmission serviced soon, or damage may
occur. If the indicators stay on or flash faster, check for a burned out bulb. Driving with your
tachometer pointer continuously at the top of the scale may damage the engine. Refer to Filling
the tank in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter for more information. Press MENU again
to disengage clock mode. Irregular shaped CDs, CDs with a scratch protection film attached,
and CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels should not be inserted into the CD player. The
label may peel and cause the CD to become jammed. Page 23 CD units are designed to play
commercially pressed 4. Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable
compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Turn the control to
adjust the sound between the left and right speakers. CD door: Insert CDs label side Press to
toggle between FM1 and FM2. AM: Press to enter AM mode. The kit to enable Satellite reception
is available through your dealer. Detailed Satellite instructions are included with the dealer
installed kit. Dealer installed satellite kit only available in the continental United States. Detailed
satellite instructions are included with the dealer installed kit. Page 32 Recommended level is
1â€”3. Level 0 turns the feature off and level 7 is the maximum setting. The level will appear in
the display. The display will scroll through all of the text in the current field before changing to
the next field. Page Climate Controls 3. Set the fan speed to the highest setting. Direct the outer
instrument panel vents toward the side windows. To increase airflow to the outer instrument
panel vents, close the vents located in the middle of the instrument panel. To manually turn off
the defroster before 15 minutes have passed, push the control a second time. See Autolamp
delay system if equipped to set the auto headlamp off delay time. Turn the headlamp control to
the OFF position when the desired delay time up to 3 minutes has been reached. High beams
Push the lever toward the instrument panel to activate. Pull the lever towards you to deactivate.
Park the vehicle directly in front of a wall or screen on a level surface, approximately 25 feet 7.
Close the hood and turn off the lamps. Press the button on either side of each map lamp to
illuminate the lamps. Push the button again to turn off the lamps. Replacing exterior bulbs
Check the operation of all the bulbs frequently. Replacing the interior bulbs Check the operation
of all bulbs frequently. Replacing headlamp bulbs 1. Make sure that the headlamp control is in
the OFF position and open the hood. Note: If the bulb is accidentally touched, it should be
cleaned with rubbing alcohol before being used. To complete installation, follow the removal
procedure in reverse order. Make sure the headlamp switch is in the OFF position and then pry
the license plate lamp assembly located above the license plate from the liftgate. Remove bulb
socket from lamp assembly by turning counterclockwise. Replacing foglamp bulbs For bulb
replacement, see a dealer or qualified technician. Windshield washer: To activate the windshield
washer, pull control toward you. Release control to stop washer fluid spray. Push the steering
column tilt lever up. This will lock the steering wheel in position. Never adjust the steering
wheel when the vehicle is moving. Use care in cutting it to length. If the rubber actuator 1 is cut
too much the aftermarket transmitter 6 will not activate the garage door opener. Improper use of
the power outlet can cause damage not covered by your warranty. These include: 1. Power
point 2. Cupholders 3. Utility compartment 4. Ash cup if equipped Use only soft cups in the
cupholders. Hard objects can injure you in a collision. Press the left side to restore the window
controls. Move the control in the direction you wish to tilt the mirror. Return to the center
position to lock mirrors in place. Press the ON control and release 2. Accelerate to the desired
speed. Note: When you turn off the speed control or the ignition, your speed control set speed
memory is erased. Drive the vehicle at least 8 km 5 miles with the speed control system
engaged to display a stabilized average. Select this function from the INFO menu for the current
units to be displayed. Fuel Level Status Language 1. Select this function from the INFO menu
for the current language to be displayed. Pressing the SET control cycles the message center
through each of the language choices. Displayed when the passenger door is not completely
closed. Displayed when the rear left door is not completely closed. Displayed when the rear

right door is not completely closed. Displayed when the 4X4 is restored to normal operations.
Grasp the handle at the rear edge of the shade and pull rearward. Secure both ends of the
support rod into the retention slots located on the rear quarter trim panels. Use a long, flat
object to depress the tongue in the endcaps on both sides of the cross-bar. Slide the cross-bar
assembly off the end of the rail. Slide the cross-bar assemblies over the end cap tongue and
into the side rails. Tighten thumbwheel at both ends of the cross-bar. Rotate the handle on the
lift bar of the inner rack in the direction of the arrows on the handle. Lift the bar straight up
about two inches. Insert the feet into the receivers on the bumper. Push the rack into the
bumper until the feet click into place. Do not use the inner rack as a ladder. This could result in
personal injury and damage to your roof rack. Lift the inner rack pivoting at the hinges.
Continue lifting the inner rack until it is parallel with the roof. Slide the rack forward onto the
roof, pushing the rack into its final stowed position. Do not load cargo outside of the designated
area 2. Distribute the load as evenly as possible. Always use tie downs to secure the load.
Failure to drive cautiously could result in an increase risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle
rollover, personal injury and death. Press the power door lock control on the door panel two
times within five seconds. The parklamps will flash twice to indicate that the vehicle has
switched to one step unlocking. Repeat the procedure to switch back to two step unlocking.
Twist a thin coin between the two halves of the remote entry transmitter near the key ring. Note:
If all remote entry transmitters are not present during the programming procedure, the missing
transmitters will not work with the vehicle following programming. Use of these systems may
result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. Note: Large metallic
objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline or similar items, or a second
coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues. Page 89 2. Keep the
ignition in the 3 RUN position for at least three seconds, but no more than 10 seconds. Turn the
key full travel toward the front of the vehicle to ensure the alarm disarms. Note: The key must be
a valid, programmed, coded key. Push side control and push down on head restraint to lower it.
Adjusting the front power seat if equipped The control is located on the outboard side of the
seat cushion. Press to raise or lower the front portion of the seat cushion. Folding down rear
seats 1. Raise the rear seat head restraint and remove. Place the head restraint under the front
seat for storage. This will ensure that safety belt does not get caught by staying out of the seat
back folding path. Pull seatback up and into upright position making sure seatback locks into
place and the red seat unlatched indicator on release paddle is not visible. Lift the yellow tab to
release the hinges. Pull the cushion to the outboard side of the vehicle. Refer to Safety
restraints section in this chapter. Unless serviced, the system may not function properly in the
event of a collision. Always transport children 12 years old and under in the back seat and
always properly use appropriate child restraints. As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking
sound. This indicates the safety belt is now in the automatic locking mode. Failure to adjust the
safety belt properly could reduce the effectiveness of the safety belt and increase the risk of
injury in a collision. Belts are uncomfortable Ford designs its safety belts to enhance comfort. If
you are uncomfortable - try different positions for the safety belt upper anchorage and seatback
which should be as upright as possible; See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. Modifications
to the front end of the vehicle, including frame, Page Front airbags are designed to inflate in
frontal and near-frontal collisions, not rollover, side-impact, or rear-impacts unless the collision
causes sufficient longitudinal deceleration. If the airbag is not replaced, the unrepaired area will
increase the risk of injury in a collision. For most objects that are in the front passenger seat,
the passenger airbag will be disabled. Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the
airbag SRS, its fuses or the seat cover on a seat containing an airbag. All occupants of the
vehicle should always wear their safety belts even when an airbag SRS is provided. Page The
fact that the airbags did not inflate in a collision does not mean that something is wrong with
the system. Rather, it means the forces were not of the type sufficient to cause activation. All
occupants of the vehicle including the driver should always Page RCM to initiate Safety Canopy
inflation or when a certain likelihood of a rollover event is detected by the rollover sensor. Refer
to the Airbag readiness section in the Instrument Cluster chapter. Routine maintenance of the
side airbag is not required. The passenger cannot protect the child from injury in a collision.
Always follow the instructions and warnings that come with any infant or child restraint you
might use. Booster seats position a child so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so
that the lap belt rests low across the hips and the knees bend comfortably. If you do not install
and use the safety seat properly, the child may be injured in a sudden stop or collision. Ford
recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap. Page Children 12 and
under should be properly restrained in the rear seat whenever possible. Pull down on the
shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. Allow the belt to retract.
The belt will click as it retracts to indicate it is in the automatic locking mode. Locate the correct

anchor for the selected seating position. There are three tether anchors located on the headliner
at the rear of the vehicle. For forward-facing child seats, the tether strap must also be attached
to the proper tether anchor. See Attaching safety seats with tether straps in this chapter. Check
to see if the anchors hold the seat in place. If the safety seat is not anchored properly, the risk
of a child being injured in a crash greatly increases. This increases traction which may enable
you to safely drive over terrain and road conditions that a conventional two-wheel drive vehicle
cannot. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation
requires Ford Motor Company to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as
the government has written it. Page The temperature grade for this tire is established for a tire
that is properly inflated and not overloaded. Excessive speed, underinflation, or excessive
loading, either separately or in combination, can cause heat buildup and possible tire failure.
You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic service station
gauges may be inaccurate. Ford Motor Company recommends the use of a digital or dial-type
tire pressure gauge rather than a stick-type tire pressure gauge. Page Always inflate your tires
to the Ford recommended inflation pressure even if it is less than the maximum inflation
pressure information found on the tire. Page Only use replacement tires and wheels that are the
same size and type such as P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those
originally provided by Ford. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the
safety and performance of your vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of
vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Page 2. In general, the larger the
number, the wider the tire. Maximum Load Single lb. Refer to the payload description and
graphic in the Vehicle loading â€” with and without a trailer section. Have a qualified technician
at a Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer check the wheel alignment periodically. Page Unless
otherwise specified, rotate the tires approximately every 5, miles 8, km. Note: If your tires show
uneven wear ask a qualified technician at a Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealership to check for and
correct any wheel misalignment, tire imbalance or mechanical problem involved before tire
rotation. Consult your dealer for information on other Ford approved methods of traction
control. Page Overloading or improperly loading your vehicle can contribute to loss of vehicle
control and vehicle rollover. When towing, trailer tongue load or king pin weight is also part of
cargo weight. Refer to Preparing to tow in this chapter. Refer to Driving while you tow in this
chapter. Certain states require electric trailer brakes for trailers over a specified weight. The
Escape vehicle electrical system is not equipped to accommodate electric trailer brakes. See
your dealer or a reliable trailer dealer if you require assistance. The speed control may shut off
automatically when you are towing on long, steep grades. For other towing requirements, refer
to Wrecker towing in the Roadside Emergencies chapter. Exhaust fumes can be toxic. Always
open the garage door before you start the engine. See Guarding against exhaust fumes in this
chapter for more instructions. Make sure the headlamps and electrical accessories are off.
Check for low power steering pump fluid level before seeking service by your dealer. Extra
precautions such as slower speeds and increased stopping distance should be taken when
driving a heavily loaded vehicle. Remove tool and reinstall BTSI tethered cover cap. Start the
vehicle and release the parking brake. Do not drive your vehicle until you verify that the
brakelamps are working. Driving with the gearshift lever in D Overdrive gives the best fuel
economy for normal driving conditions. For manual control, start in 1 First and then shift
manually. These actions will seriously reduce clutch life. This is a special lockout feature which
prevents you from shifting into R Reverse when you downshift from 5 Fifth. Apply the brake and
shift into the neutral position. Set the parking brake. Depress the clutch, then shift into 1 First.
The system may not detect smaller objects, particularly those close to the ground. If the
sensors are covered, it will affect the accuracy of the RSS. You may lose control if you do not
slow down or if you turn the steering wheel too sharply or abruptly. The tires may fail and injure
a passenger or bystander. Page Rapid pumping of the brake pedal will help you slow the vehicle
and still maintain steering control. If your vehicle has anti-lock brakes, apply the brakes
steadily. Page Driving through deep water where the transaxle is submerged may allow water
into the transaxle and cause internal damage. Have the fluid checked and, if water is found,
replace the fluid. Page Hazard Flasher Switch 1â€”â€”â€”; Lincoln vehicle customers call
1â€”â€”â€” Canadian customers who require roadside assistance, call 1â€”â€”â€” If you need
to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable
amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles customers call ;
Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire.
To remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel cover. If the battery has
been disconnected and reconnected, refer to the Battery section of the Maintenance and
Specifications chapter. The use of tire sealants may damage your tires. If the dissimilar spare
tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired. Page To help prevent the

vehicle from moving when you change a tire, be sure the parking brake is set, then block in both
directions the wheel that is diagonally opposite other side and end of the vehicle to the tire
being changed. Pull back the carpet away from the lift gate, and remove the hardboard cover.
Release the retention clip on the upper part of the jack bracket. Dislodge the jack from the
bracket and carefully guide jack down and out through trim opening, upper end out first. Slide
the retainer through the center of the wheel. If equipped with a tether, perform the following
additional steps: 4. Lift the spare tire on end to access tether attachment 1. Changing the flat
tire 8. Loosen each wheel lug nut one-half turn counterclockwise but do not remove them until
the wheel is raised off the ground. Cargo management system if equipped : Reclip the tools
onto the jack. Repeat this tightness check procedure when servicing the spare tire pressure
every six months, per scheduled maintenance information , or at any time that the spare tire is
disturbed through service of other components. Use only Ford recommended replacement
fasteners. When a wheel is installed, always remove any corrosion, dirt or foreign materials
present on the mounting surfaces of the wheel or the surface of the front disc brake hub and
rotor that contacts the wheel. Page Connecting the jumper cables 1. Note: In the illustrations,
lightning bolts are used to designate the assisting boosting battery. Connect the negative cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle.
Once the disabled vehicle has been started, run both engines for an additional three minutes
before disconnecting the jumper cables. Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal
surface. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to
idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Do not tow with
a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. On FWD
vehicles, if your vehicle is to be towed from the front, ensure proper wheel lift equipment is
used to raise the front wheels off the ground. Ford Motor Company produces a towing manual
for all authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck operator refer to this manual for
proper hook-up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Away from home If you own a Ford or
Mercury vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more
help than the dealership could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the
Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. Page If you
own a Lincoln vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need
more help than the dealership could provide, after following the steps described above, contact
the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. Page
Customer Assistance In some states in the U. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some
states. In the United States, a warranty dispute must be submitted to the The Dispute Settlement
Board may not be available in all states. The decisions of the Board are binding on Ford and, in
some cases, on the dealer but not on consumers who are free to pursue other remedies
available to them under state or federal law. Page Customer Assistance If you did not take
advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may
still be eligible. Since this information is subject to change, please ask your dealer for complete
details about Ford Extended Service Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at
Page Reporting Safety Defects U. These products are available from your dealer. Keep body and
door drain holes free from packed dirt. These quality products have been specifically
engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style
and appearance of your vehicle. Page Maintenance And Specifications 2. Turn off the engine
and remove the key. Block the wheels. Set the parking brake and shift to P Park. At the front of
the vehicle, lift up on the auxiliary latch handle located in the center between the hood and the
grille. Lift the hood open and secure it with the prop rod. Automatic transmission dipstick 4. Air
filter assembly 6. Power distribution box 7. Battery 8. Engine oil filler cap 9. Engine oil dipstick
Automatic transmission fluid dipstick 4. Brake fluid reservoir 5. Engine oil dipstick 9. Engine oil
filler cap Windshield washer fluid reservoir Escape Owners Guide postfmt USA fus Page In very
cold weather, do not fill the reservoir completely. Only use a washer fluid that meets Ford
specifications. Refer to Lubricant specifications in this chapter. State or local regulations on
volatile organic compounds may restrict the use of methanol, a common windshield washer
antifreeze additive. Page Engine Oil 3. Set the parking brake and ensure the gearshift is securely
latched in P Park automatic transmissions or 1 First manual transmissions. Open the hood.
Protect yourself from engine heat. Put the indicator back in and ensure it is fully seated. Page
Battery Change your engine oil and filter according to the appropriate schedule listed in
scheduled maintenance information. Ford production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are
designed for added engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does
not meet Ford material and design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be
experienced. Do not put engine coolant in the windshield washer fluid container. If sprayed on
the windshield, engine coolant could make it difficult to see through the windshield. Page

Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled
engine coolant in vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant
since a Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Page If the engine coolant supply
is depleted, this feature allows the vehicle to be driven temporarily before incremental
component damage is incurred. Re-start the engine and take your vehicle to a service facility.
Driving the vehicle without repairing the engine problem increases the chance of engine
damage. Take your vehicle to a service facility as soon as possible. Gasoline may contain
benzene, which is a cancer-causing agent. The flow of fuel through a fuel pump nozzle can
produce static electricity, which can cause a fire if fuel is pumped into an ungrounded fuel
container. The fuel system may be under pressure. Remove fuel filler cap slowly. Page Ask your
fuel supplier about gasolines that meet the World-wide Fuel Charter. Running out of fuel Avoid
running out of fuel because this situation may have an adverse affect on powertrain
components. Each time you fill the tank, record the amount of fuel added in gallons or liters.
After at least three to five tank fill-ups, fill the fuel tank and record the current odometer reading.
Your fuel economy may vary depending upon the method of operation and conditions. If the
fluid is low, add fluid in small amounts, continuously checking the level until it reaches the
range between the MIN and MAX lines. Be sure to put the cap back on the reservoir. Remove the
dipstick, wiping it clean with a clean, dry lint free rag. If necessary, refer to Identifying
components in the engine compartment in this chapter for the location of the dipstick. Add
enough fluid through the filler opening so that the fluid level is at the bottom of the opening.
Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid that meets Ford specifications. Refer to
the Refill capacities in this chapter. Page Note: Failure to use the correct air filter element may
result in severe engine damage. The customer warranty may be voided for any damage to the
engine if the correct air filter element is not used. Replace the PCV valve with one that meets
Ford material and design specifications for your vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or equivalent
replacement par
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t. The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the emissions system if such a PCV
valve is not used. Page Refill Capacities 2. Refer to your scheduled maintenance information to
determine the correct service interval. Service refill capacity is determined by filling the
transmission to the bottom of the filler hole with the vehicle on a level surface. Use of synthetic
or synthetic blend motor oil is not mandatory. Refer to Adding engine coolant, in the this
chapter. Ensure the correct automatic transmission fluid is used. Model year 7. Assembly plant
8. Production sequence number Engine number The engine number the last eight numbers of
the vehicle identification number is stamped on the engine block and transmission. The
following table tells you which transmission or transaxle each code represents. Ford Motor
Company will repair or Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

